Abstract-In volume rendering, most optical models currently in use are based on the assumptions that a volumetric object is a collection of particles and that the macro behavior of particles, when they interact with light rays, can be predicted based on the behavior of each individual particle. However, such models are not capable of characterizing the collective optical effect of a collection of particles which dominates the appearance of the boundaries of dense objects. In this paper, we propose a generalized optical model that combines particle elements and surface elements together to characterize both the behavior of individual particles and the collective effect of particles. The framework based on a new model provides a more powerful and flexible tool for hybrid rendering of isosurfaces and transparent clouds of particles in a single scene. It also provides a more rational basis for shading, so the problem of normal-based shading in homogeneous regions encountered in conventional volume rendering can be easily avoided. The model can be seen as an extension to the classical model. It can be implemented easily, and most of the advanced numerical estimation methods previously developed specifically for the particle-based optical model, such as preintegration, can be applied to the new model to achieve high-quality rendering results.
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INTRODUCTION
U NLIKETRADITIONAL polygon-based rendering, there is generally no such thing as geometric primitives in direct volume rendering. Instead, objects contained in a volume data set are usually considered as collections of particles that absorb, transmit, and emit light. The series of optical models proposed by Max [1] are based on this concept. It can be clearly seen that these models tend to assume that light-object interaction can be reduced to light's interaction with individual particles, and the macro optical behavior can be predicted based on the density distribution of the particles. For materials formed by loosely coupled particles such as dust or mist, these assumptions are obviously reasonable.
However, the particle-based optical models are limited when describing light-object interaction, especially around the boundary of a dense object. For a dense object, there is a strong collective effect between particles of the same type. In this case, light's interaction with the object behaves more like a direct interaction with the boundary surfaces rather than with the individual particles (see Fig. 1 ). In reality, this is the foundation of the most frequently used optical models in traditional surface-based graphics. Most of the traditional shading models, such as Blinn-Phong shading, were developed to simulate the light-surface interaction, which cannot be used readily to model the light-particle interaction.
Motivated by these observations, we propose a hybrid model that combines particle elements and surface elements together to characterize both the behaviors of individual particles and the collective effect of particles. For a scalar volume, the scalar value is used for two purposes. First, by using a transfer function, it is mapped to the density of the particles. Second, as a field, it defines a set of isosurfaces, which are used as ideal geometric shapes to capture the collective effect of the particles. Particles and surfaces behave differently both in the way light is propagated to the viewer and in the way it is attenuated along its direction. For the particles, light is randomly scattered to the viewer, and the attenuation is related to the density of the particles and the distance a light ray travels. For the surfaces, light may be reflected and refracted, and the attenuation depends on the opacities of the surfaces and the number of surfaces a light ray passes. For a sufficiently short ray segment, the total light propagated to the viewer can be flexibly modeled as a linear combination of the amount of light from the particles and that from the surfaces.
Based on the hybrid model, a unified rendering framework is developed. It benefits both the integration of the surface elements and local illumination, which are two important aspects of volume rendering. On one hand, it provides a more flexible tool for hybrid rendering of isosurfaces and transparent clouds of particles in a single scene. The display of isosurfaces can be controlled in a continuous way using transfer functions rather than having them discretely placed at finite isovalues, which is capable of generating soft boundaries that have less image space aliasing problems. On the other hand, the new model provides a more rational basis for local illumination. In conventional volume rendering, one often encounters difficulty in illuminating homogeneous regions, a problem usually said to be due to a lack of a "well-defined" normal vector in homogeneous regions. However, this problem can be easily avoided using the proposed hybrid model. Thanks to the model, directed reflection is bound with the lightsurface interaction just as in surface graphics. A surface is always defined (the isosurface) before shading is applied, so the problem of finding normal vectors will never occur. Compared with some solutions to this problem which resolves it based on numerical hints such as the gradient magnitude, our method tackles the issues at an optical model level, which makes it physically sound.
As a generalization to the conventional shading model, the hybrid model inherits all of the simplicity of the conventional particle-based model. It is simple to implement and easy to use with some well-established volume rendering techniques concerning rendering efficiency and effectiveness, such as preintegration, shadowing and ambient occlusion. However, some subtle modifications might be required. In this paper, we will only describe the way we applied the preintegration algorithms introduced in [2] and [3] for the new model.
Although more transfer functions are introduced into the framework, there is not as much increased effort required from the user to manipulate them, because each set of transfer functions has a distinct physical meaning, which allows the user to incrementally add controllers into the transfer functions with a well-defined objective in mind. In practice, this is a more efficient approach in adjusting the visual appearance.
In the remainder of this paper, we will discuss in detail various issues related to the development and applications of our model. In Section 2, we give a brief overview of related techniques previously used for direct volume rendering. In Section 3, we describe the concepts of the new model and the new volume rendering integral. In Section 4, two estimation algorithms of the model are given. In Section 5, implementation issues, including transfer function specification and some simplifications, are discussed. The experimental results are presented in Section 6. Some potential applications and the possible extensions of the model are discussed in Section 7.
RELATED WORK
Conventional Volume Rendering
In conventional volume rendering, optical behavior of a volumetric object is modeled using the concept of particles. Max [1] proposed a series of models based on the discussions about "geometric optics effects of the individual particles." As long as shadows and multiple scattering are not taken into account, the basic behaviors of light-particle interaction, such as absorption, emission, and single scattering, can be expressed using the volume rendering integral
The integration is performed for a viewing ray cast from the viewpoint, where l ¼ 0, to the far end, where l ¼ F ar. I 0 is the light coming from the background, is the per-unitlength extinction coefficient, and c is a wavelengthdependent intensity factor of emission or scattering, which is also called the color of the particles.
In object-ordered rendering techniques, sometimes particles can also be generated explicitly [4] . At an optical model level, it is basically the same as the continuous integration form.
Shading Problem and Existing Solutions
The Blinn-Phong illumination model [5] was originally developed for surface shading in polygon-based rendering, and has been popularly used for volume rendering since it was introduced in this area by Levoy [6] . Even though Phong shading is well suited for rendering material boundaries, its application to homogenous regions can be a problem, which is said to be due to a lack of a "welldefined" normal vector in such regions. This has been widely observed by researchers such as Kniss et al. [7] and Hadwiger et al. [8] , and different solutions have been given.
Kniss et al. [7] tackled this problem using a "surface scalar" term S to interpolate between shaded and unshaded effects, where S is between 0 and 1 and is positively correlated with the gradient magnitude.
It has also been suggested that by considering multiple scattering, ambient occlusion, and the attenuation of incident light, surface shading can be avoided in some cases [8] , [9] , [10] . However, the specular reflection feature provided by surface rendering is still important for many applications. In such cases, the "surface scalar" method is still often used.
With clipping surfaces, the shading problem of particlebased volume rendering methods can become even more obvious, partially due to the inconsistency of the normal vectors calculated from the volume and the clipping surface. Weiskopf et al. [11] suggested that the normal vector of a clipping surface should be used in the vicinity of the clipping surface. The situation was quite similar when segmentation was applied [12] before volume rendering.
However, we find none of the previous work attempt to analyze the cause of the problem and solve it at an optical model level. Although sometimes the "surface scalar" method can generate some plausible rendering results, the optical mechanism behind such formulation can hardly be imagined. To fundamentally solve the problem, an opticalmodel-based solution will be provided in this paper.
Surface Elements in Volume Rendering
In order to simulate light's behavior at the boundaries in volume rendering, it is crucial that the boundary surfaces should be properly represented in the first place. Various techniques for representing the surfaces have been proposed. Polygons are introduced into volume rendering by Kreeger and Kaufman [13] . Rotteger et al. [14] suggested that an opaque isosurface can be implicitly inserted by adding Dirac's delta function with infinite amplitude into the extinction transfer function. Contribution of a semitransparent isosurface should be estimated every time the isosurface is passed. This can be done efficiently using preintegration (for isosurfaces) proposed by Engel et al. [2] . Kraus [15] pointed out that the limit of an infinite number of semitransparent isosurfaces is equivalent to an "integral in data space." In this paper, a similar idea is used for modeling the surface response. Surface elements are also extremely important for the simulation of light refraction [16] , [17] .
Our work is significantly inspired by these research ideas. We found that shading is smoothly integrated when surface elements are used, and the problem of shading homogeneous region never occurs in these frameworks. An interesting finding is that the model behind these surface elements is different from the particle model used for volume rendering both in physical meaning and mathematical expression, but it is possible to merge different models.
In this paper, we extend the existing hybrid rendering frameworks by establishing a versatile optical model including both the particle aspect and the surface aspect of a volume data to allow multiple semitransparent (may be soft) isosurfaces to be rendered together with particle-like contents within a unified framework.
Preintegrated Volume Rendering
Preintegrated volume rendering [2] is an algorithm for reducing the required sampling frequencies along a ray by preintegrating the ray segments with all possible combinations of starting values and ending values in transferfunction precision. Some improvements to the original method were made by Rotteger and Ertl [18] and Lum et al. [3] . In Lum's work, a fast algorithm for calculating the lookup tables without problematic approximations and a method for smoothly shading multiple transparent isosurfaces were given.
Any modification to the rendering model can be a challenge to the applicability of preintegration techniques. Fortunately, we find that they can be applied to the new model proposed in this paper with some subtle modifications, with all of their good properties well preserved.
Other Volume Rendering Models
Apart from the basic particle model mentioned above, many other models have also been proposed for volume rendering, especially in recent years. Global illumination for volume rendering can date back to Sobierajski (1994) [19] . Various approximation methods including shadowing [20] , [7] , [21] , ambient occlusion [8] , multiple scattering [10] , [22] , [23] , and the Kubelka-Munk model [24] , [25] have been used. Note that using the model proposed in this paper doesn't prevent one from using the above techniques. Our technique can be useful whenever surface shading is required.
As for modeling color in volume rendering, there are two main approaches. One is based on the trichromatic theory using the RGB color space. The other is to use a spectral representation of color [26] , [27] , [24] . Theoretically, modeling color using the concept of the wavelength can be more flexible and physically appropriate. However, representing color in RGB mode can be much simpler in terms of implementation if physical correctness regarding color is not important. As a result, we chose to describe our model using wavelength while implementing the model in RGB color space.
THE HYBRID MODEL
Assumptions
Before illustrating the details of our proposed model, let us describe some simple assumptions of this work first. As Fig. 2 shows, a volumetric object is considered to be composed of two kinds of contents interlacing each other: particles, which characterize the individual behavior of particles, and surfaces, which characterize the collective behavior of particles.
For the particle part, just like the conventional model, the attenuation of light is proportional to the density of the particles and the distance a light ray travels. The response from particles can be described by p , the extinction of a unit Ál, and c p , the scattering intensity of the particles.
For the surface part, the attenuation of a light ray is proportional to the number of surfaces it passes and the opacities of the surfaces. Therefore, instead of using the extinction of a unit Ál, we define s as the average extinction of a unit Át, so that s is independent of the direction of the light ray. We use c s for the reflection intensity of the surfaces, which can be calculated from a surface shading model. Note that these two parameters still make sense when the space between neighboring surfaces tends to be zero, although the number of surfaces tends to be infinite. Refraction is not considered in this paper.
Total Response of the Mixture
We begin with an ideal situation where the surfaces are simply a set of parallel planes with finite space between neighboring layers. The parameters of both the surfaces and the particles can be assumed to be uniform in a subvolume when it is sufficiently small. Using p , the opacity of each ray segment among the particles is p n ðÞ ¼ 1 À expðÀ p ÁlðÞ n Þ. Similarly, the opacity of each surface layer should be s n ¼ 1 À expðÀ s Át n Þ. It can be easily seen that the total opacity along a viewing ray going through the mixture is
The average extinction coefficient of a unit Ál is
It can also be derived that w33hen we let n tends to infinity and the space between surfaces Át n tends to be zero, the total intensity from a view ray can be expressed in the following form:
See the Appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http://doi.ieeecomputersociety. org/10.1109/TVCG.2011.113, for more details.
New Volume Rendering Integral
Based on (3) and (4) which describe the local feature of the hybrid model, we will derive a new volume rendering integral for the case of a single scalar volume in this section.
Let fðx; y; zÞ be the continuous spatial function interpolated from the scalar volume. In math, the distribution density of isosurfaces should be proportional to the gradient magnitude of f to keep the consistency of isosurfaces. Hence, the extinction coefficient of surfaces s should be considered as the product of the density rf j j and the per-surface extinction coefficient sg as (5) shows. sg is considered as a constant of an isosurface, which can be specified for each scalar value
A viewing ray is a parameterized path through the volume, which can be expressed as ðxðlÞ; yðlÞ; zðlÞÞ. xðlÞ, yðlÞ, and zðlÞ are linear functions of l. The speed vector of the viewing ray rðlÞ ¼ ðx 0 ðlÞ; y 0 ðlÞ; z 0 ðlÞÞ is constant for the viewing ray, and the scalar value along the viewing ray is vðlÞ ¼ fðxðlÞ; yðlÞ; zðlÞÞ.
Using the normalized gradient vector rf rf j j as the normal vector of the surface, the term cos in (3) and (4) can be replaced by a dot product of the speed vector r and the vector rf rf j j , as (6) and (7) show:
Equations (3) and (4) can be transformed into
A new volume rendering integral can then be formulated as
Surface Shading
Just as in polygon-based rendering, the reflection intensity of surface c s is calculated from some normal-vector-based shading model, such as the Blinn-Phong model. To clarify the wavelength dependency of parameters, we subscript all wavelength-dependent terms with . Using surface shading, a primary colorc s should be defined for the surface. Using a shading model, the surface intensity c s can then be calculated, which often takes form such as c s ¼ k cs þ b , where k and b are special functions dependent on the position and posture of the volumetric object as well as the property of light sources.
Different Kinds of Particles
The new model prevents the use of surface shading for individual particles. However, to extend the flexibility to render different kinds of materials, the individual behavior of particles can be assumed to be a mixture of different kinds of particles, with the total particle response described as p and c p . In this section, we give the details about what kinds of particles can be defined and how they can be mixed. Here, we define three kinds of different particles, each having unique behaviors that cannot be covered by others, and then combine them together into a general form.
. Isotropic scattering. Isotropic scattering particles scatter light from the light source evenly in all directions, and the attenuation of light is equal for all wavelengths. Such behavior is equal to the absorption plus emission particles described in [1] . We use a wavelength-dependent term c p s and a wavelength-independent term p s to describe the contribution of this kind of particles. . Selective absorptive. Selective absorptive particles are purely absorbant, which means that they don't emit nor scatter light. However, the attenuation of light is wavelength dependent. Such behavior is called selective absorption in spectral volume rendering [24] . We describe it using the term p a . . Pure emissive. Pure emissive particles only emit light without extinction. Since the light is selfemitted, it doesn't need to be weighted by the attenuation. We use the term e p to describe it.
The mixed effect of these three kinds of particles can be formulated as
Special Cases
By setting some parameters in (9) to zero, two extreme cases can be reached. On one hand, if we set sg to zero, we will get a particle only case which is the same as the traditional volume rendering integral without considering the collective effect. On the other hand, if we set p to zero, we will get a surface only case which is the same as the "integral in data space" described in [15] . In principle, two transfer functions should be defined for the isosurfaces, T F sg ðvÞ and T Fc s ðvÞ. There's yet another special case, which addresses the transfer function T F sg ðvÞ. If we add Dirac's delta function item i ðv À v i Þ (the limit case of a pulse function) into the transfer function, a discrete isosurface is inserted, and the opacity of the discrete isosurface is i ¼ 1 À e À i . This case actually has the same optical model as the volume-polygon hybrid rendering techniques. A preintegrated algorithm should be used; otherwise, the sampling rate required will be infinite.
ESTIMATION ALGORITHMS
Estimating the new volume rendering integral (9) is similar to estimating a conventional volume rendering integral. However, some subtle changes are needed, especially when trying to apply a preintegrated algorithm to achieve highquality rendering.
Graphics hardware has observed a boost in its programmability and processing power during recent years. As a result, GPU-based ray casting becomes a popular volume rendering technique. The advantages of using ray casting over slice-based rendering can be found in [28] , [17] . We will discuss three types of ray-casting algorithms for our newly proposed optical model: one is the direct ray-casting algorithm which uses a straightforward sampling and summing scheme, and the other two are preintegrated raycasting schemes evolved from [2] and [3] . In this section, we assume that the parameters sg ,c s , p , and c p relating to surfaces and particles can be achieved using corresponding transfer functions T F sg , T Fc s , T F p , and T F c p .
Direct Ray Casting
In our direct ray-casting scheme, scalar samples were taken along each viewing ray. Using the transfer functions, we have sg ,c s , p , and c p . Applying Blinn-Phong shading toc s , we get c s . Normal vectors of the isosurfaces can be estimated using either gradient interpolation or on the fly gradient estimation. For the estimation of dv dl , the previous scalar sample is kept, and the next scalar sample is preloaded. Letting v 0 , v 1 , v 2 be the previous, the current, and the next sample, in each step of a ray, respectively, we pass the value of v 1 to v 0 , v 2 to v 1 , and load the next sample value into v 2 . Using a sample distance Ál, dv dl is estimated by a central difference as (11) shows:
The opacity of a sample is estimated as (12) , letting Ál denote sg
The opacity weighted intensity of the sample is estimated as
Then, the composition is done sample by sample using (14) , where A ðiÞ is the accumulated opacity and C ðiÞ is the accumulated intensity of the ith step:
Assuming there are n steps casting a ray, the background intensity I 0 is added using
Ray Casting with Preintegration
In volume rendering, it is often required to let the transfer functions contain some sharp structures such as edges or spikes, which often lead to an extremely high requirement of sampling frequency for direct ray casting. The preintegration algorithm has been an efficient tool for tackling this kind of problem. In order to use the existing preintegration algorithms for the new model and have their good properties well preserved, some subtle modifications are required. When using the hybrid model, shading is only applied to the isosurfaces, not to the particles. Thus, two sets of lookup tables are required: one for the isosurfaces, and the other for the particles. Note that shading can only be done during ray casting because normal vectors are not available in the process of building the lookup tables.
The following will discuss the application of the two preintegrated ray-casting schemes. The first one is based on the approximative preintegration given in [2] while the second one is based on the scheme given in [3] .
Approximative Preintegration
The approximative preintegration scheme was proposed for a fast estimation of the lookup tables. By neglecting the extinction within the segments, some integral functions are precomputed, and the integration of segments is estimated using the difference of the integral functions.
The integral functions are computed using
Opacities and intensities of the segments are estimated using the difference of the integral functions as shown in (17) 
where
In comparison with the equations given in [2] , (17) is slightly different in that we added in a correcting factor ðv0;v1Þ
Mðv0;v1Þ to avoid oversaturation of the intensity. It can be seen that for the surface part, there's no such factor as
Normal vectors needed for shading are estimated by interpolating the gradient vectors between the two ends of each segment. The result is then normalized. Engel et al. [2] suggested using a weighted average. For the case of a single isosurface, the weights of the two ends are decided by the relationship of the isovalue and the value of the two ends. Let v 0 be the starting value, v 1 be the ending value, and v C be the isovalue of the isosurface; weights are determined by
However, in the generalized case there is not necessarily an isovalue. Thus, instead of using an isovalue, we redefined v C as the "barycenter" of the segment, which is a visibility weighted average scalar value. As shown in (19) , it produces another lookup table:
The numerical processes of the integrations are straightforward. Note that some Dirac's delta function items may be contained in T F sg ðvÞ. They are converted into step function items by the integrations before being sampled.
Full Preintegration with Improved Shading
Neglecting the extinction within the segments can introduce ordering problems, especially when the value of extinction is large. For quality considerations, such an approximation should be avoided, and a full preintegration should be performed. By brute force, a full preintegration requires too much calculation for the interactive transferfunction manipulation. Lum et al. [3] proposed an algorithm called incremental subrange integration that can calculate an n Â n lookup table in Oðn 2 Þ time without problematic approximation. The numerical process of this algorithm can be straightforwardly applied to the new model proposed in this paper.
Another problem for approximated preintegration is the gradient interpolation method used in the algorithm which can cause discontinuities. To tackle this problem, Lum et al. [3] proposed an algorithm called "interpolated preintegrated lighting." This idea can also be borrowed for implementing the new model. For the sake of clarity, we reformulated the idea in the new context.
For a segment of a viewing ray from l 0 to l 1 , its partial integration can be written as
As has been described in Section 3.4, a surface shading model can usually be written in a c s ¼ k cs þ b form, where k and b are space-dependent functions that are unavailable during the generation of the lookup tables. Following the idea of "interpolated preintegrated lighting," we consider k ðlÞ and b ðlÞ to be linear between l 0 and l 1 , and the item c s ðlÞ sg ðlÞ in (20) can be expanded as (21) shows. Thus, the space-dependent factors can be decoupled from the segment integration:
In addition, as in all preintegration schemes, vðlÞ is assumed to be linear between l 0 and l 1 , with v 0 ¼ vðl 0 Þ and v 1 ¼ vðl 1 Þ sampled at the two ends. The task now is to build a pair of lookup table sets for the isosurfaces (a frontweighted and a back-weighted), and another lookup table set for the particles as (22) shows:
where ðv 0 ; v 1 ; ÁvÞ
Then, during ray casting,c s fw is shaded with k ðl 0 Þ, b ðl 0 Þ andc s bw is shaded with k ðl 1 Þ, b ðl 1 Þ as (23) 
A fast algorithm to numerically estimate (22) can be derived following the ideas provided in [3] . The difference between our process and theirs is mainly in the integrals to be estimated. In their case, only the particle lookup tables were involved. These lookup tables consisted of a frontweighted part and a back-weighted part, so a method for the "weighted lookup tables" was given. In our case, a similar strategy is used for the estimation of the surface lookup tables, while the particle lookup tables are similar to the unweighted case (see the Appendix, which can be found on the Computer Society Digital Library at http:// doi.ieeecomputersociety.org/10.1109/TVCG.2011.113, for more details).
Also, Dirac's delta function items can be converted into step function items via the integrations prior to the process of sampling.
IMPLEMENTATION ISSUES
Over the past few years, GPUs have undergone tremendous development and evolved into extremely flexible and powerful processors in terms of programmability. In the meantime, various GPGPU APIs and techniques have been developed to harness the processing power of modern GPUs. Our implementations were based on CUDA [29] , and the codes were written in CUDA C.
The implementation is generally straightforward without using any acceleration techniques such as empty-spacing skipping. Even early ray-termination is not used when the attenuation is wavelength dependent. The volume data set and the lookup tables are simply stored as textures. The overall scheme goes as follows: first, some necessary preparation is performed at the CPU side, including the calculation of the lookup tables when the transfer functions are modified. Then, the rendering kernel is launched, and each GPU thread is in charge of a ray casted through a pixel. The ray is first transformed to the voxel coordinate and is trunked by the bounding box of the volume. Then, sample values are fetched along the ray from the volume texture with uniform sampling distance. For the direct ray casting, optical properties are fetched from the 1D-LUTs, and then shaded and merged as described in Section 4.1. For the preintegrated ray casting, the two neighboring samples are used together to achieve the optical properties of the segment from the 2D-LUTs, and then shaded and merged as described in Section 4.2. The normal vector needed for shading is calculated on the fly. The merged values are stored into a GPU buffer. The buffer is mapped to an OpenGL pixel-bufferobject which can be displayed in an OpenGL environment.
Apart from the overall scheme, in this section, we mainly focus on two implementation issues. The first is about some conversions of the parameters needed to make the specification of the transfer functions more intuitive. The second is about some simplifications we made to reduce the number of transfer functions and lookup tables.
Conversion of Parameters
In Section 4, the transfer functions needed for the model are assumed to be available. However, in practice, some parameters are not intuitive enough. In this section, we define a series of conversions aiming at producing a friendly interface to allow the user to tune the effects.
First, p and c p represent the collective behavior of different kinds of particles; they are calculated from p s , p a , c p s , p s , and e p according to (10) . Second, the value range of the extinction coefficients p s , p a , and sg is infinite. Therefore, a direct specification of these parameters is not easy. It is better to set an extinction coefficient indirectly using an opacity term ranging from zero to one. However, to do so requires certain context for the opacity values to be converted to extinction values.
For particles, an opacity value can be defined by using a "standard sampling distance" Ál std (similar concept can be found in [30] ). An opacity can be generally converted into a corresponding extinction value using
Using conversions such as this, p s can be calculated from p s and p a can be calculated from p a .
Similarly for isosurfaces, an opacity value s can be defined by using a "standard scalar difference" Áv std . The corresponding extinction value sg can be calculated using
Third, some parameters may still not be intuitive enough. For selective absorptive particles, the parameter p a is a wavelength-dependent opacity. It can be more intuitively specified using a transmission color term c p a and a wavelength-independent density term p a as (26) shows:
The parameter of pure emissive particles e p is specified using a wavelength-independent term e p and an emission color term c p e as (27) shows. There is actually no upper limit for the term e p . However, for the oversaturation nature of the light emission effect, the value is usually not very large. We used a range from 0 to 2:
In addition, we may want to include Dirac's delta function items into T F sg ðvÞ. A series of discrete scalar values v i can be directly used to specify the positions of the spikes, and the corresponding magnitude terms i can be indirectly specified using opacities of the discrete isosurfaces i , and we can simply convert them using i ¼ À lnð1 À i Þ. Optionally, colors of the spikes can be specified using a series of colorsc i , and values of T Fc s ðvÞ at v i can be replaced.
There are four pairs of transfer functions which can be set by the users. Each pair contains a wavelengthdependent term and a wavelength-independent term. From these transfer functions, the four transfer functions used in Section 4 can be built indirectly as Fig. 3 shows. Although the number of transfer functions increases, their meanings are more intuitive so they can be more easily set up.
. T F s ðvÞ. Opacities for isosurfaces. . T Fc s ðvÞ. Base colors for isosurfaces. . T F p s ðvÞ. Opacities for isotropic scattering particles. . T F c p s ðvÞ. Colors for isotropic scattering particles. . T F p a ðvÞ. Densities for selective absorptive particles. . T F c p a ðvÞ. Transmission colors for selective absorptive particles. . T F e p ðvÞ. Wavelength-independent intensities for pure emissive particles. . T F c p e ðvÞ. Colors for pure emissive particles. Moreover, there are two global parameters Ál std and Áv std to be set. The first one can be used to adjust the densities of all particles, and the second one can be used to adjust the opacities of all isosurfaces.
In the experiment part, we will show some examples of tuning the effects using the above set of transfer functions.
Simplifications
By far, we have discussed issues related to the new model in general. An issue relating to the generality of the model is that too many lookup tables may be required during the process of implementation, which may affect the performance.
To avoid the excessive requirement of lookup tables, we made several simplifications in the implementation of the new model. First, we didn't implement a full spectrum rendering. Instead, the RGB color space was used. That means we only sampled the spectrum of wavelengths at three points corresponding to the standard red, green, and blue colors; hence, the concept of wavelengths is directly mapped to the RGB color channels. Second, we did not use all kinds of the particles together, and in some cases, the same color transfer functions were used for all the color terms, so the four-color transfer functions T Fc s ðvÞ, T F c p s ðvÞ, T F c p a ðvÞ, and T F c p e ðvÞ could be reduced into only one shared color transfer function T F c ðvÞ.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
A Model-Oriented Solution to the Shading Problem
In conventional shaded volume rendering, shading artifacts are frequently seen where the gradient magnitude is small. Such artifacts can be avoided using our new model. In Fig. 4a , the engine data set is rendered using the conventional shaded volume rendering. The transfer function is set to extract some particles from the volume, which are mostly distributed in homogeneous areas. As can be seen from the figure, the shading result is very poor. Compared with its unshaded counterpart in Fig. 4b , it provides little extra information. In contrast, when the new model is used, with exactly the same transfer function for both the particles and the surfaces, some surface features can be clearly seen as Fig. 4c shows. Even better results can be achieved by using a slightly modified surface transfer function (Fig. 4d) . Two more experimental results are shown in Fig. 5 to further demonstrate the strength of our model. This time, a clipping plane is placed in the middle of the volume. As can be seen from this figure, the details in homogeneous regions cannot be properly rendered using the conventional model, while the details in these regions can be clearly seen using our model.
Soft Boundary Surfaces
Image space aliasing is frequently seen in surface rendering and volume-surface hybrid rendering. With the use of transfer functions, our hybrid optical model allows isosurfaces corresponding to different isovalues to be specified in such a way that they transit smoothly from one isosurface to another instead of being discretely placed. As a result, soft boundary surfaces can be displayed in a way that they look the same as discretely placed isosurfaces except that the aliasing at the boundary is smoothed. A comparison between the effect of a discretely placed isosurface and that of a soft boundary surface is shown in Fig. 6 . In Fig. 6a , the isosurface is defined by a delta function, while in Fig. 6b , the isosurface is defined by a simple triangular pulse with finite width.
Tuning the Effects
As described in Section 5, four pairs of transfer functions are provided to control the different components of the model, but they are seldom used all together. At the initial stage, all of the transfer functions are empty, so nothing is displayed. In our implementation, we use controllers to set up the transfer functions. A controller is simply a draggable GUI shape which can be used to assign a pair of optical properties to a scalar value, so that the optical properties between the controllers can be interpolated. The transfer-function pair is visualized with a colored bar, with the wavelength-dependent property mapped to color channels and the wavelengthindependent property mapped to the alpha channel. Dirac's delta function items and the corresponding colors can be assigned with a special kind of controller which we call a delta function controller, each corresponding to a delta function item. See Fig. 7 for the mentioned GUI components. When a volume data set is to be visualized, first, the user may choose to play a quick test of critical isovalues by temporarily placing and dragging a delta function controller. Then, according to the requirement of visualization, controllers can be successively added to the transfer functions. To visualize an isosurface, the user can use the delta function controller or set up a finite pulse in the TF for shaded isosurfaces to generate a soft boundary; to visualize some dust-like content within a value range, simply put some controllers into the TF for isotropic scattering particles to define that value range and properties; if some color filtering material (something like dyestuff) is needed, then try adding some controllers into the TF for pure absorptive particles; if the feature of interest is obscured by other contents, then adding some controllers into the TF for pure emissive particles might be helpful to increase the penetration of that feature. The resulted image will be a mixture of all of these factors.
The example in Fig. 8 shows how different kinds of particles and surface elements can be successively added to the scene. In Fig. 8a , a simple transfer function for isotropic scattering particles is set. In Fig. 8b , controllers are added into the transfer function for isosurfaces to display the boundary of the vessels. In Fig. 8c , more controllers are added around the scalar value of the boundary of the heart, so the boundary can be clearly seen. As a side effect, some of the inner structures are concealed. In Fig. 8d , some controllers are added into the transfer function for pure emissive particles to enhance the display of the vessels. In Figs. 8e and 8f, isotropic scattering particles are replaced with selective absorptive particles. Compared with the former, these particles appear more transparent.
The global parameters Áv std and Ál std are manipulated using sliders in exponential scale. They can be used to adjust the global transparency of the surface and particle elements, respectively, while keeping the other element unaffected. In the example shown in Fig. 9 , we first set up the transfer function for the pure emissive particles. Then, some controllers are added into the transfer function for isosurfaces, so the boundary of the vessels appeared. From Fig. 9b to Fig. 9d , Áv std is gradually decreased, so that the isosurfaces became more opaque; from Fig. 9d to Fig. 9f , Ál std is gradually increased, so that the intensity of the pure emissive particles is reduced. Overall, a gradual change from particle only rendering to surface only rendering is exhibited. Fig. 10 shows another example. This time, we first put controllers into the isosurface transfer functions to extract surface features. Then, the transfer functions for isotropic scattering particles are also set up. The figure demonstrates the effect of the global parameter Ál std which controls the global transparency of particles while keeping the surfaces unchanged.
Using Advanced Estimation Algorithms
As described in Section 4, we adapted two of the preintegration algorithms to the new model with subtle modifications. Here, we tried to make sure that these algorithms actually worked as well as they did for the particle only model. Sampling artifacts can be most evident when the sampling rate is low and the transfer functions are sharp. Using preintegration algorithms, such artifacts should be dramatically reduced. The results are shown in Fig. 11 . The synthetic data set (64 3 ) is rendered using three different algorithms; all of them are based on the hybrid model and the transfer functions used are identical. Here, we only use isotropic scattering particles. When the data set is rendered with direct ray casting, obvious artifacts are generated due to the inadequate sampling rate as Fig. 11b shows. When it is rendered with an approximative preintegrated ray-casting algorithm, the artifact is reduced, but some artifacts can still be seen when closely observed, as Fig. 11c shows. The remaining artifacts are due to the approximations used. When rendering the data set with fully preintegrated ray casting, the sampling artifacts are totally removed, as Fig. 11d shows.
Performance Results
To have a better assessment of the performance, we will give the timing results of the above cases in this section. Note that we are not trying to achieve an optimized performance result. In reality, no acceleration technique is used. The tests are performed on a standard PC platform with an Intel Core 2 Duo E6550 CPU at 2.33 GHz and a PCI-E graphics card powered by an NVIDIA Geforce GT240 GPU. The timing results are shown in Table 1 . Most of the cases are rendered at an interactive frame rate. From the Fig. 5 cases, we can see some performance impact of the relatively complicated hybrid model, which is obviously not as significant as it appears to be.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed a novel model for volume rendering that combines particle elements and surface elements together to characterize both the behavior of individual particles and the collective effect of particles. The proposed hybrid optical model originates from an analysis of the microstructure of the volume that interacts with the light rays. The main advantage of the model is its flexibility to smoothly combine different optical elements into a single scene in a physically explainable way. Apart from that, it benefits volume rendering in different aspects. On one hand, compared to the existing methods that address the shading problem, it enables the rendering of isosurfaces with proper attenuation pattern which is consistent to the surface assumption (view-independent transparency). On the other hand, compared to the polygon-based methods, the proposed method doesn't require the reconstruction of polygons during the rendering process when the isovalues is changed, and it provides the soft boundary feature which mitigates the image space aliasing problem.
In this paper, we have only discussed about single scalar data sets. However, it is also possible to utilize this idea for visualizing multivariable data sets or integrating scalar fields from different sources such as implicit surface modeling [31] . In that case, we can potentially have multiple choices to assign the scalar values different meanings by mapping them to different roles in the model. For example, we can use one of the scalar values to define a set of isosurfaces and use another scalar value for the color map, just like rendering the surfaces with a texture attached. The preintegration schemes may not be applicable in that case, so more efforts are required to develop a suitable numerical estimation algorithm for the case.
The biggest challenge in using this model is perhaps the adjustment of the extra transfer functions introduced by the new model. Since each set of transfer functions has a distinct physical meaning, the user can adjust these transfer functions with a well-defined objective in mind, so it is not as difficult as it appears to be. However, we believe that there're still rooms for further simplifications to the manipulation of the transfer functions. The use of the automatic transfer-function generation or adaption techniques in the model may also be considered in future applications. . For more information on this or any other computing topic, please visit our Digital Library at www.computer.org/publications/dlib.
